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I.

INTRODUCTION

This article stems from collaborative work that Elizabeth Plater-Zyberk and I were
engaged in for the preservation of the Redlands agricultural area in south Dade County, Florida.
The system that evolved in developing the plan for the area required a synthesis of growth
management techniques, sustainable development and clustering of development into “new
urban” mixed use centers. It became clear to both of us that “new urbanism” and “smart growth”
were not antagonistic to each other but were each necessary to deal with the total environment
with each fully integrated into developing the plan. While these planning concepts overlap to a
significant extent, they both differ at their outer extremities.
II.

SMART GROWTH

Smart growth in the U.S. has primarily developed out of concepts for dealing with the
availability of adequate public facilities with development.1 In developing the Ramapo Plan and
successfully defending it before the New York Court of Appeals and the U.S. Supreme Court,2 I
utilized zoning, subdivision regulation and capital improvement programming to time and
sequence growth based on the availability of adequate public facilities at the time of
development, initiating growth management and smart growth in America.3
Ramapo shifted the whole nature of land use planning in America:
“The Ramapo decision shifted the balance of power from the developer
to public use agencies. The developer no longer has an absolute right to
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proceed with development, irrespective of whether public facilities can
reasonably accommodate the development. Instead, the developer can
be made to wait a reasonable period to allow public facilities to catch up
or expend funds to ripen the land for development. At the same time the
Ramapo case has expanded the judicial view of just what incidental
public costs affiliated with development may be shifted to the developer
– the Ramapo decision and rationale also permanently altered the courts’
perception of the land use regulatory process, and paved the way for
subsequent decisions that have favored public regulation over the
developer’s immediate right to develop property….” Rohan, 1 Zoning
and Land Use Controls § 4.05 (1984).
Ramapo has led to tier systems and regional growth plans nationwide from San Diego to
Baltimore and from Seattle to Miami during the 1980s and 1990s to counter urban sprawl.4
Nevertheless, for 30 years, critics on the left and right, focusing primarily on perceived
negative effects on affordable housing costs, have attacked state, regional, county, and city
growth management and smart growth plans for the control of sprawl.5
On the contrary, growth management and smart growth communities have been the major
providers of affordable housing in America if only for the dual reasons that: (1) such plans will
inevitably be attacked for alleged exclusionary effects on affordable housing and must therefore
contain significant housing elements to meet such challenges6, and (2) these plans contain much
higher average densities and mix of housing types than sprawl development7.
Moreover, smart growth and new urbanism plans must be based upon a rigorous
comprehensive plan including an affordable housing element together with capital facility,
environmental, open space, agriculture, economic development, transit, transportation, energy,
historic preservation, design, safety, noise and educational elements. Without a comprehensive
treatment of all of the needs of a community and all of the disciplines focused on solutions, smart
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growth management cannot be accomplished. Ramapo was the first suburban town in New York
State to voluntarily develop, as part of its planning, over 800 integrated public and subsidized
housing for low-income families and had to defend these programs in the courts.8 As the
New York Court of Appeals stated:
“[Ramapo] utilized its comprehensive plan to implement its timing
controls and has coupled these with provisions for low and moderate
income housing on a large scale.”9
Utilization of growth management and new urbanism is critical to the solution of
America’s regional and urban problems. Every effort in the 21st Century must be made to obtain
legislative and judicial support for the principle that only implementation of sound
comprehensive planning underlies all efforts to utilize techniques to solve urban problems.10
The Growing SmartSM Legislative Guidebook (hereinafter “the Guidebook”) by the
American Planning Association (APA) has advanced many excellent proposals for revision of
state planning and zoning laws to provide support for growth management techniques including,
inter alia, the timing and sequencing of capital improvement planning linked to adequate facility
ordinances and development rights transfer to save agricultural land. 11
III.

AUTHORITY

Cities, counties, and regional agencies require simple, direct, and general authority in
order to carry out appropriate smart growth. State legislation and home rule authority must be
broadened to reject archaic doctrines requiring a specific grant of authority for each step needed
to implement comprehensive planning as if the ill-advised 19th century Dillon’s Rule is still a
guiding principle in 21st century America.12
To counter such a narrow view, some recent decisions have utilized a basically simple
premise. The authority to plan and to implement the plan has already been delegated through the
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standard state planning and city zoning enabling acts (or recently enacted equivalents). Cities
and counties should therefore have the authority to implement planning power without any need
to have express statutory authority for each technique utilized.
In 1976, I was the principal planning and legal consultant in developing the MinneapolisSt. Paul Metropolitan Council Development Framework. The Town of Marshan, located in
Dakota County, was placed in Tier IV of the development framework, which mandated that
urban growth be deferred until after the 20-year period of the plan, and that agricultural land and
rural character be preserved. Subsequent to the enactment of the development framework, but
before the town could amend its own comprehensive plan and zoning regulations to implement
the framework, two subdivision applications proposing over 400 units in prime agricultural land
were filed. The town adopted a moratorium to defer consideration of the applications until it
could revise its plan and regulations. A lower court found the moratorium to be a regulatory
taking, but I was successful in having it reversed in the Minnesota Supreme Court.13
The critical issue was authority. The state’s county and city planning enabling acts
authorized use of moratoria. The Town Act was silent on moratoria. The district court relied
upon Dillon’s Rule to find the moratoria unauthorized. The Supreme Court reversed, based upon
an article I had written in 1971,14 which suggested that the standard township planning enabling
act provides the requisite authority to plan and to implement the plan, including moratoria and
interim controls designed to protect the planning process.15
Similar concerns have surfaced with regard to the use of impact fees. Many states have
adopted express impact fee enabling legislation; in a number of those states, the state legislation
places severe limits on the authority of local governments.16 A few state courts have concluded
that, absent such express legislation, cities and counties may enact impact fee ordinances under
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the provisions of the standard planning and zoning enabling acts and/or home rule providing for
capital facility elements and adequate provision of transportation, school, park, sewer, water,
drainage, and other improvements.17
Nevertheless, many local government attorneys, fearful of counseling affirmative local
government authority have sought specific state legislation for such programs; unfortunately,
such legislation may more severely restrict local government authority than confirm it. Recently,
that was the experience of the Texas Municipal League, whose authorizing legislative proposals
ended up, under intense homebuilding lobbying, with severely depleted authority under a
catastrophically bad piece of legislation,18 despite having broad judicial authority under the
general planning acts to act without further legislation.19
IV.

UTILIZATION OF BROADER ECONOMIC

INITIATIVES TO ACHIEVE SMART GROWTH MANAGEMENT
The spate of inverse condemnation lawsuits, statutory compensation restrictions on
government regulation (Florida’s Bert Harris Act and Oregon’s recent Measure 37), and state
supreme court decisions increasing scrutiny over economic development and redevelopment
projects under the Fifth Amendment and state constitutional public use clauses have raised the
specter of diminishing government planning and regulation despite increasingly significant land
assembly problems in cities and older neighborhoods. 20
.

Regulatory Takings Claims
Most regulatory takings kings claims involve permanent restrictions on agricultural,

natural resource or environmentally constrained lands. Government often fails to utilize
economic techniques to eliminate these takings claims. Greater use of mandatory cluster zoning,
transfers of development rights (TDRs), mitigation fees, and open space assessment district
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compensation will usually be successful in defeating Lucas21 or Penn Central22 takings claims
for agricultural lands, historic preservation, floodplains, hillsides, wetlands, or coastal
management.23 Similarly, I was able to reverse a decade of judicial holdings that preservation of
the future right-of-way of transportation corridors was a per se facial take by convincing the
Florida Supreme Court that such takings claims were premature and would require an as-applied
review of these same economic techniques as part of administrative exhaustion and finality.24
.

Public Use Challenges
Utilization of condemnation for large-scale development and redevelopment projects has

come under increasing scrutiny in state courts. In a recent decision,25 overruling the excessive
use of eminent domain 20 years earlier, wiping out a Detroit neighborhood of 4,100 homes, to
build a General Motors plant, the Michigan Supreme Court held that an economic development
project cannot in and of itself constitute a public use simply because it provides employment and
fiscal benefits.26 Nevertheless, the court indicated that, if the government retains either
regulatory, contractual, or ownership controls, public use will be found.27
It becomes critical then for local governments in achieving economic development to
utilize a series of steps to achieve proper public use:
1.

Insure that mixed-use, walkable projects replace conventional, economically

segregated development. These mixed-use, New Urbanism projects require that government
utilize complex development agreements in order to retain significant regulatory and contractual
controls. Current law approves development agreements against illegal delegation to private
interests if the government retains regulatory land use controls.”28
2.

Government needs to utilize greater public-private development in a whole series

of economic development projects (e. g., transit stations, riverfront, and transportation corridors)
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in which government retains significant ownership through assemblage of the land with longterm leasehold dispositions.29 Public-private economic development is absolutely critical for the
continued renewal and revitalization of central cities and suburbs and through which proper
planning and regulatory controls can be sustained.30
3.

Blight and redevelopment studies must be kept up to date, be supported by

appropriate findings and, most importantly, have plans that incorporate as wide an area as
possible involving multiple developers. ”31
4.

Requiring that condemnees be given the opportunity to participate in the project

through contributing the land, provided they comply with the redevelopment plan, will assure
appropriate public use.32
Neighborhood Infill
In order to achieve traditional neighborhood development and new urban transit oriented
development in existing built up area, planners must achieve greater ability to convince
neighborhood residents that infill development, both residential and mixed use, can be
accomplished with proper compatibility and preservation of the character of the neighborhood.
Objections will often occur based on traffic congestion, loss of property values and, occasionally,
subliminally on racial and ethnic fears.
The use of some surprising techniques can overcome many of these objections. The fear,
discussed earlier, where residents cannot determine whether a project is the first of one or a first
of a hundred, can be met with better neighborhood and area planning. Too often, this aspect of
planning is lost due to inadequate budgeting limiting staff involvement to development
application processing. The use of numerical quotas, accepted in critical environmental and
growth management systems,33 proved to be very effective by this author in developing the
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Champaign, Illinois, In-Town Development Project in which, after determining the actual need
for townhouse development, an area of four square blocks for townhouse development was
deemed sufficient for an 88-square-block area. Neighbors and property owners responded by
finding eight square blocks.
Most interesting of all is the use of insurance to maintain neighborhood property values
to meet concerns that higher densities will result in lowering property values.34 Other measures
are the greater use of design standards and new urban, walkable, mixed-use district overlays to
reduce traffic congestion.35
CONCLUSION
Planning reform in the 21st century will require state and local governments to
effectively adopt new urbanism and smart growth needed to control sprawl; protect
environmentally sensitive land; produce new, urban, mixed-use communities; revitalize
neighborhoods; create transit-oriented development to reduce air pollution and transportation
congestion; and meet the social, housing, and economic needs of citizens.
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CHARTER OF THE NEW URBANISM
THE CONGRESS FOR THE NEW URBANISM views disinvestment in central
cities, the spread of placeless sprawl, increasing separation by race and income,
environmental deterioration, loss of agricultural lands and wilderness, and the erosion
of society's built heritage as one interrelated community-building challenge.
WE STAND for the restoration of existing urban centers and towns within coherent
metropolitan regions, the reconfiguration of sprawling suburbs into communities of
real neighborhoods and diverse districts, the conservation of natural environments
and the preservation of our built legacy.
WE RECOGNIZE that physical solutions by themselves will not solve social and
economic problems, but neither can economic vitality, community stability, and
environmental health be sustained without a coherent and supportive physical
framework.
WE ADVOCATE the restructuring of public policy and development practices to
support the following principles: neighborhoods should be diverse in use and
population; communities should be designed for the pedestrian and transit as well as
the car; cities and towns should be shaped by physically defined and universally
accessible public spaces and community institutions; urban places should be framed
by architecture and landscape design that celebrate local history, climate, ecology, and
building practice.
WE REPRESENT a broad-based citizenry, composed of public and private sector
leaders, community activists, and multidisciplinary professionals. We are committed to
reestablishing the relationship between the art of building and the making of
community, through citizen-based participatory planning and design.
WE DEDICATE ourselves to reclaiming our homes, blocks, streets, parks,
neighborhoods, districts, towns, cities, regions, and environment.

We assert the following principles to guide public policy, development practice, urban planning, and design:
The region: Metropolis, city, and town
1. Metropolitan regions are finite places with geographic boundaries derived from topography, watersheds,
coastlines, farmlands, regional parks, and river basins. The metropolis is made of multiple centers that are
cities, towns, and villages, each with its own identifiable center and edges.
2. The metropolitan region is a fundamental economic unit of the contemporary world. Governmental
cooperation, public policy, physical planning, and economic strategies must reflect this new reality.
3. The metropolis has a necessary and fragile relationship to its agrarian hinterland and natural landscapes.
The relationship is environmental, economic, and cultural. Farmland and nature are as important to the
metropolis as the garden is to the house.
4. Development patterns should not blur or eradicate the edges of the metropolis. Infill development within
existing urban areas conserves environmental resources, economic investment, and social fabric, while
reclaiming marginal and abandoned areas. Metropolitan regions should develop strategies to encourage such
infill development over peripheral expansion.
5. Where appropriate, new development contiguous to urban boundaries should be organized as
neighborhoods and districts, and be integrated with the existing urban pattern. Noncontiguous development
should be organized as towns and villages with their own urban edges, and planned for a jobs/housing
balance, not as bedroom suburbs.
6. The development and redevelopment of towns and cities should respect historical patterns, precedents, and
boundaries.
7. Cities and towns should bring into proximity a broad spectrum of public and private uses to support a
regional economy that benefits people of all incomes. Affordable housing should be distributed throughout
the region to match job opportunities and to avoid concentrations of poverty.
8. The physical organization of the region should be supported by a framework of transportation alternatives.
Transit, pedestrian, and bicycle systems should maximize access and mobility throughout the region while
reducing dependence upon the automobile.
9. Revenues and resources can be shared more cooperatively among the municipalities and centers within
regions to avoid destructive competition for tax base and to promote rational coordination of transportation,
recreation, public services, housing, and community institutions.
The neighborhood, the district, and the corridor
1. The neighborhood, the district, and the corridor are the essential elements of development and
redevelopment in the metropolis. They form identifiable areas that encourage citizens to take responsibility
for their maintenance and evolution.
2. Neighborhoods should be compact, pedestrian-friendly, and mixed-use. Districts generally emphasize a
special single use, and should follow the principles of neighborhood design when possible. Corridors are
regional connectors of neighborhoods and districts; they range from boulevards and rail lines to rivers and
parkways.
3. Many activities of daily living should occur within walking distance, allowing independence to those who
do not drive, especially the elderly and the young. Interconnected networks of streets should be designed to
encourage walking, reduce the number and length of automobile trips, and conserve energy.

4. Within neighborhoods, a broad range of housing types and price levels can bring people of diverse ages,
races, and incomes into daily interaction, strengthening the personal and civic bonds essential to an authentic
community.
5. Transit corridors, when properly planned and coordinated, can help organize metropolitan structure and
revitalize urban centers. In contrast, highway corridors should not displace investment from existing centers.
6. Appropriate building densities and land uses should be within walking distance of transit stops, permitting
public transit to become a viable alternative to the automobile.
7. Concentrations of civic, institutional, and commercial activity should be embedded in neighborhoods and
districts not isolated in remote single-use complexes. Schools should be sized and located to enable children
to walk or bicycle to them.
8. The economic health and harmonious evolution of neighborhoods, districts, and corridors can be
improved through graphic urban design codes that serve as predictable guides for change.
9. A range of parks, from tot-lots and village greens to bailfields and community gardens, should be
distributed within neighborhoods. Conservation areas and open lands should be used to define and connect
different neighborhoods and districts.
The block the street, and the building
I. A primary task of all urban architecture and landscape design is the physical definition of streets and public
spaces as places of shared use.
2. Individual architectural projects should be seamlessly linked to their surroundings. This issue transcends
style.
3. The revitalization of urban places depends on safety and security. The design of streets and buildings
should reinforce safe environments, but not at the expense of accessibility and openness.
4. In the contemporary metropolis, development must adequately accommodate automobiles. It should do so
in ways that respect the pedestrian and the form of public space.
5. Streets and squares should be safe, comfortable, and interesting to the pedestrian. Properly configured, they
encourage walking and enable neighbors to know each other and protect their communities.
6. Architecture and landscape design should grow from local climate, topography, history, and building
practice.
7. Civic buildings and public gathering places require important sites to reinforce community identity and the
culture of democracy. They deserve distinctive form, because their role is different from that of other
buildings and places that constitute the fabric of the city.
8. All buildings should provide their inhabitants with a clear sense of location, weather and time. Natural
methods of heating and cooling can be more resource-efficient than mechanical systems.
9. Preservation and renewal of historic buildings, districts, and landscapes affirm the continuity and evolution
of urban society.
For more information: Congress for the New Urbanism
706 Sacramento Street, Box 148, San Francisco, CA 94108
Phone: 415 291-9804 Fax: 415 291-8116
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II.

CONCLUSION

The agricultural industry contributes and is expected to continue to contribute
significantly to the economic health of Miami-Dade County. Preserving sufficient
agricultural lands therefore is fundamental to enhancing and perpetuating a viable
agricultural industry in the County. According to the UF Report, the total economic
impact from all production and agriculture sales originating in Miami-Dade County
exceeded $1.07 billion dollars for the 1997-98 crop years. 1 The agricultural industry is in
transition from one traditionally based on direct production, and driven mainly by major
row crops, to one based increasingly on certain fruits and nursery crops and service-based
activities associated with sourcing, import, and distribution.
As this transition occurs within the industry, Miami-Dade County’s population will
increase by as much as thirty percent (30%). 2 This convergence of demographic and
economic influence is resulting in steady increases in agricultural land values and
increased pressure for farmers in the Study Area to convert their land to non-agricultural
uses. However, agriculture remains viable in Miami-Dade County and IFAS predicts that
the transition may not necessarily be accompanied by a decline in its overall contribution
to the local economy. 3
This Report, and the recommended “Preferred Development
Scenario,” describes an approach that will allow significant preservation of agriculture
and rural lands while the farming industry adjusts to the current marketplace and
economy. The Team has considered three different development scenarios in order to
determine which will provide the most equitable means of preserving the farm lands
necessary to enhance the County’s transitioning agricultural economy. Both the Rural
Scenario (continued, unchecked 1:5 development patterns) and the Suburban Scenario
(unrestricted residential development at 4.5 units/acre) result in the ultimate elimination
of the farmland necessary to support ongoing agricultural practices. Both scenarios
would have the further effect of eliminating the rural/open lands that currently typify
South Dade and that residents countywide value and wish to see protected.
The Team therefore recommends that the County adopt the Preferred Development
Scenario, which will preserve approximately 75% of the agricultural lands remaining in
the Study Area. The program is incentive-based and will protect the equity investment of
property owners within the Study Area, spreading proportionately the costs of agriculture
and rural open space among all who benefit from its preservation.
The major components of the Team’s final recommendation are as follows:
1. a funded Purchase of Development Rights (PDR) Program;
2. a proportionate Open Space Mitigation Fee on new development;
3. a restructured Severable Use Rights (SUR) program;
4. limited residential development within the Study Area consistent with historic
annual rates;
5. hiring for the position of a new Rural Communities Coordinator; and
1

Id. at 19.
Id. at 86.
3
Id. at 55-56.
2
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6. interim restrictions on building permit issuance within the Study Area to preserve
the status quo and to implement the Team’s recommendation.
Implementation of these six components will effectuate the transfer or purchase of about
75% of the remaining development rights within the Study Area. The remaining 25%
(approximately 3,372 units) will be developed over a fifteen- to thirty-year period at a
rate generally consistent with recent trends.
With an adequately funded PDR program in place, many growers who wish to continue
farming – or who for other reasons wish to retain current undeveloped land holdings will be able to petition the County for purchase of the development rights from their
property. This will allow property owners within the Study Area to realize a return on
their current investment while simultaneously protecting valuable agricultural lands and
rural open space.
The restructured SUR program will increase further the value of development rights
within the Study Area as well as the demand for these rights within the UDB, thereby
encouraging their transfer out of the Study Area. As the population of Miami-Dade
County continues to increase, so to will the demand for SURs as urban developers are
required to transfer development rights from the Study Area in order to meet growing
demands for units within the UDB. In fact, if future growth within the UDB is restricted
to SURs, then development rights severed from the Study Area today will increase
significantly in value and may represent an increasingly valuable future investment.
Should the bond issue proposed by the Team not pass, the remaining tools described
herein can and should be implemented independently. In fact, the PDR program may be
funded in part by mitigation fees and other funding sources discussed in this Report.
However, without a dedicated and secure funding source equivalent to or exceeding the
$130 million bond issue recommended here, the ability to protect effectively agricultural
and rural open space will be undermined significantly, leaving density reductions within
the Study Area as the only viable option for widespread preservation.
The Preferred Development Scenario, driven by an adequately funded PDR/SUR
program, will provide reasonable opportunities to property owners who wish to continue
farming as well as those who wish to undertake some limited residential development.
Although the Preferred Development Scenario involves a significant funding obligation
on the County’s part, the impact of that burden will expire within the next thirty years,
while the development pattern that ensues will be permanent. If the Preferred Scenario is
implemented in the manner recommended by the Team, this portion of Miami-Dade
County will be preserved forever and will protect necessary agricultural lands, as well as
the rural open space that current and future residents of Miami-Dade County demand.
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History of Study Process
 Scope:
– To retain agriculture and enhance its economic vitality

 Study initiated early 1997
– County’s Planning Department
– Agricultural Practices Study Advisory Board

 University of Florida Agriculture Economy Study:
– Began 04/00, completed 04/02 = 24 months
– Results: fundamental nature of agriculture is changing

 DPZ + Consultants Develop Land Use Scenarios:
– Began 05/01, completed 09/03 = 28 months
– Goal: Develop recommended Scenario

 Citizens’ Advisory Committee (CAC)
– Representing broad distribution of interests

Duany Plater-Zyberk & Company

Highlights of UF Report
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Globalization of markets
Level the playing field
Exotic pests
Flood control & water management
Production technologies
Technological developments
Weather & market information
Marketing
Collaboration
Land value
Preservation of agricultural lands
Review & revision of local regulations
Coordination w/ County government
Conclusion: Shift from direct production – servicebased agri- business

Business of Agriculture / Business of Land
 Interrelated but must be considered
separately.
 Base information for business not
reciprocated by information for land.
 Agriculture
– Outside forces are determinant
– Need for predictability of conditions and context

 Land
– Maintain land value
– Maintain undeveloped land with rural character

 GIS studies show ag and real estate
suitability coincide.

Duany Plater-Zyberk & Company

CAC Executive Summary
 Do not restrict farmers’ ability to sell their land
 Do not unnecessarily burden farm operators
 Growth management programs must recognize
importance of agriculture - $1 billion / year
 Maximize land values while retaining rural
character & environmental sustainability of
area
 Improve road network and address flooding
 Recognize urban sprawl as threat to agriculture
 Create an agricultural liaison position in
County Manager’s Office.
Duany Plater-Zyberk & Company

Research

Duany Plater-Zyberk & Company

Charrette Results
 Preserve rural character and lifestyle
 Support business viability and protect
land availability
 Do not down-zone
 Hold UDB
 Explore TDR’s & PDR’s as options
 Goals, Objectives and Policies
developed and later set aside
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Preferred Development Scenario Recommendations
1. A funded PDR Program
 Voluntary program
 Maintain 1 unit/5 acre density
 Area-prioritization for PDR program
 Development rights valuation &
prioritization
 Funding sources:
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–
–
–
–
–
–

County bond issue for $130 million
Open Space Mitigation Fee Program
Federal funding
State funding
Documentary Stamp tax / Real-estate transfer tax
Not-for-Profit assistance, i.e.: TPL

Preferred Development Scenario Recommendations
2. A restructured SUR Program
 Voluntary program
 Maintain 1 unit/5 acre density
 Prioritize sending areas – consistent w/
prioritization factors
 Upzone sending areas to allow transfer up to 2
times original density
 Designate receiving areas to support County
planning & urban design goals
 Additional recommendations
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–
–
–
–

Seek cooperation of municipalities to designate receiving areas
Discourage alternative means of increasing density
Extinguish purchased rights at point of origin
Amend CDMP and stabilize UDB

Preferred Development Scenario Recommendations
3. Development within Study Area
 Voluntary program
 Maintain 1 unit / 5 acres density
 Preserve rural life-style
 Allow historic levels of development for 25% of
Study Area
 Conservation Subdivision Ordinance
–
–
–
–
–
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Cluster residential development within single properties
Define major components
Agricultural / residential conflicts – buffers & disclosures
Public facility provision – maintain rural LOS
Increase impact fees

Preferred Development Scenario Recommendations
4. Interim restrictions needed
 Building permit allocation system equal
to historical trends
 Interim development ordinance
– Limited duration: 18-36 months
– County to allocate needed resources to ensure timely
adoption of amendments to CDMP
– Delegation of responsibilities to County Staff
– Plan to ensure meaningful public participation
– Identify appropriate growth policy for interim time
– Extent of land to be developed in interim
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Preferred Development Scenario Recommendations
5. Amendments to CDMP
 Provide for implementation of Preferred
Development Scenario
 Develop specific Goals, Objectives and
Policies that reflect intent of Preferred
Scenario
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Preferred Development Scenario Recommendations
6. New Rural Communities Coordinator
 Responsibilities to include:
–
–
–
–
–
–

Facilitate transition of Study Area
Staff for Ag’s Practices Study Advisory Board
Oversee administration of PDR / SUR programs
Aid in implementation of CDMP amendments
Liaison between Agriculture community & County
Represent Ag. Industry for inter-governmental coordinated
activities
– Aid in development of non-traditional agricultural markets
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Additional Topics
 Supportive & complementary uses
 Appropriate agritourism
 Economic development incentives &
strategies
 Environmental compatibility
 Phytosanitary issues
 Lobbying efforts – Federal level
 Lobbying efforts – State level
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Conclusions
 Ag. Industry expected to continue to
contribute to County economy
 Protecting agricultural lands vital to
future agricultural viability
 Adopt Preferred Development Scenario
– Mutual support of business of farming and business of
land
– Program is incentive-based
– Program will protect equity investment of land owners
– Share costs / benefits of farmland and rural open space
preservation
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